Class 8
Chapter 8 Kayla Wheeler
A - answer the following questions
1- who is kayla Wheeler?
Answer- kayla wheeler is an American swimmer.

2- how old was Kayla when she started learning how to swim?
Answer- kayla was eight months old when she learnt to to swim.

3- who are Kayla's coaches?
Answer - Kayla's coaches are Lib Rust, Amy Rust and Kiko Zandt.

4- what major event did Kayla qualify for but could not participate in ? why?
Answer- Kayla qualified for the 2012 Paralympic Games but could not participate because there was not
enough female competitors in the S 1 category to which she belonged.

5- what extracurricular activities has kyla participated in other than swimming?
Answer- the extra curricular activities kyla participated in were band class, robotics and rocketry teams
and in a program called running start. Kayla also played basketball, took lessons in ballot, and was also in
a bowling team.

6- what is Kayla's career goal?
Answer- Kayla's goal in life is never to give up until one achieves what one wants to do . According to
Kayla, " There are no boundaries if somebody wants to keep going."

B- answer the following question with reference to context.

1- van zandt will also a pardriatric rehabilitation clinic nurse, calls Kayla a true role model. Indeed, The
Incredible girl is absolutely and inspirations not just to individuals with disabilities but those without as
well.

a -- do you agree with the above statement from the passage? why support your answer with examples
from the text.
answer -;yes, kyla is definitely special she achieved more than any able person could she achieved The
Impossible by winning a bronze medals after competing in the world championship in Rio de janerio.

b -why was the girl called incredible? incredible?
answer- when is and called incredible as she inspired one and calls she convinced Brenna's parents that
girls like they can also same and achieve different fears.

c -why did van Zandt and call kyla a role model?
ans-van zandt called her role model because she set an example for the world to see.

2- there are no boundaries if somebody wants to keep going.
a-Who said this line?
Answer- Kayla wheeler said this line.

b. What does the person mean by this statement? mean by this statement?
Answer- she meant that if one is determined to do something a virtual boundary cannot restrict one
restrict one from doing so.

c- how did Kylie eliminate her boundaries in her life.
AnswerKayal are eliminated the boundaries in life by share courage and conviction.

3- It is her spirit and zest for
life that makes kyla such an inspiration she has done more in less than 20 years than most able-bodied
people do in their entire lifetime?
answer- yes Kayla wheeler is a great inspiration to all .she has taught everyone that no obstacle is large
enough to stop anyone from achieving one's goal in life she taught one and all to keep going and strive
till the end.

B- find another word for zest and used used
it in a sentence of your own.
Answer-- another word for zest is enthusiasm the children to enthusiasm the children to opened gifts
with great enthusiasm.

C- From where did Kayla inherited her willpower and determination?
Ans- - Kayla inherited her willpower and determination from her parents.

Q-Think, discuss and then answer the following questions.
1-Why do you think Kayla Wheeler finds a sense of freedom in swimming.
Answer-kyla find a sense of freedom in swimming because her movements in water are freer . out of
water ,there are limitations to what she can do. she is able to do flips and cartwheels in the poll and of
course there is a feeling of complete weightlessness.

2-What about Kayla's story do you find most inspirational?
Ans-the most inspirational part of Kayla's story is that even though she had serious physical disabilities
nothing stopped from achieving what she wanted .her dedication, perseverance and determination let
her to learn swimming and go on to compete at National and then international level and when medals
and break record she inspired his friends Brianna to swim and compete with the she also wants other
people with disabilities like her to play sports and attract as much attention and respect as body athletes
she wants to educate the public about Paralympic sports and has become the spokesperson from the
same does her achievements and can do attitude and inspiration inspiration attitude and inspiration
inspiration do attitude and inspiration inspiration attitude and inspiration to all.

3-How do you think her parents have shaped Kayla's approach to life?
Ans-right from Kailash infancy her parents took steps to enable her to live a good life despite her
disabilities .they enrolled her for hydrotherapy and when they saw her love for water they made her join
swimming classes .when they could not find the swimming instructor who could teach her taking in
account her disabilities ,her mother did not give up speech search. finally they found Lib rust and amy
rust who through trial and error and Different techniques taught kayla's swimming Kayla's parents never
thought that there is anything that kyla cannot do, she just needs new ways to do them! they have
always encouraged and help the the help the to reach the zenith.

Word web

A- 1- a way of asking asking of asking asking what someone is thinking
2- it is up to you to make the next decision or step
3- to work late into the night into the night late into the night into the night
4- judging the value or worth of something by its outward appearance
5- when you complain about a loss from the past complain about a loss from the past from the past

Grammar
B 1- a fine line
2- a pain in the neck
3- gone to the pot
4- hell broke loose
5- a bad egg

Grammar
A- 1- where
2- saw
3- rose
4- was shining
5- would not tell tell. .
6- had taken off off
7- Go
8- could not sleep
9- is listening
10- had already rained

